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Abstrat
Fermat's priniple and variational analysis is used to analyze the trajetories of light prop-
agating in a radially inhomogeneous medium with a singularity in the enter. It is found that
the light trajetories are similar to those around a blak hole, in the sense that there exists a
ritial radius within whih the light annot esape, but spirals into the singularity.
1 Introdution
There has reently, within the sienti ommunity, been muh interest foused on the extra-
ordinary properties assoiated with Bose-Einstein ondensates - louds of atoms ooled down to
nano-Kelvin temperatures where all atoms are in the same quantum state and marosopi quan-
tum onditions prevail [1, 2, 3℄.
One of the most dramati experiments whih has been performed in Bose-Einstein ondensates
is the demonstration of optial light pulses traveling at extremely small group veloities, e.g.
veloities as small as 17 m/s have been reported [3℄.
In a physially suggestive appliation of the optial properties of Bose-Einstein ondensates, it
was reently suggested that they ould be used to reate, in the laboratory, dieletri analogues of
relativisti astronomial phenomena like those assoiated with a blak hole [2℄.
The astrophysial onept of a blak hole is one of the most fasinating and intriguing phe-
nomena related to the interation between light and matter through the urvature of spae-time
within the framework of general relativity. Blak holes are believed to form when ompat stars
undergo omplete gravitational ollapse due to, e.g., aretion of matter from its surroundings (in
general relativity, the pressure ontributes to the gravitational mass of a uid, and an inreased
pressure will, after a ertain point, therefore only help to aelerate the ollapse phase).
In ordinary dieletri media, unrealisti physial onditions would be required in order to
demonstrate any of the spetaular eets of general relativity. However, in dieletri media
haraterized by very small light veloities, new possibilities appear. In partiular, it was reently
suggested that by reating a vortex struture in suh a dieletri medium it is possible to mimi
the properties of an optial blak hole [2℄. What this study in fat suggested was that one ould
onstrut, by using the aforementioned vortex, an unstable photon orbit, muh like the orbit at
a radius r = 3M in the Shwarshild geometry [4℄. In order to onstrut an event horizon, one
would need to supplement the vortex ow by a radial motion of the uid [5, 6℄.
The vortex, whih involves a rotating ylindrial veloity eld, tends to attrat light propagating
perpendiular to its axis of rotation and to make it deviate from its straight path. In the model
onsidered in Refs. [1, 2℄, the inreasing, in fat diverging, rotational veloity eld of the vortex
ore attrats light by the optial AharanovBohm eet and auses a bending of the light ray
similar to that of the gravitational eld in general relativity. It is also shown that there exist a
ritial radius, rcrit, from the vortex ore with the properties that if light rays ome loser to the
1
ore than rcrit,the light will fall towards the singularity of the vortex ore. In this sense, the ritial
radius, rcrit, plays the role of an optial unstable photon orbit, analogous to the unstable orbit in
the Shwarzshild geometry.
The basi physial eet involved in the analysis of the ray propagation in Refs. [1, 2℄ is the
fat that the refrative index, n, of a medium hanges when the medium is moving. In Refs. [1, 2℄,
the medium is assumed to have a ylindrial vortex veloity eld V = V(r) given by
V(r) =
W
r
ϕ̂ (1)
where r is the radius from the vortex ore entre, ϕ̂ is the azimuthal unit vetor and 2piW is the
vortiity.
Advaned physial onepts like Bose-Einstein ondensates, vortex veloity elds and blak
holes are fasinating physial eets, whih however may be diult to present in a simplied
manner for undergraduate students. Nevertheless, it is important to try to onvey inspiration for
and arouse uriosity in suh phenomena. An interesting example of suh an eort was reently
made in Ref. [7℄, where the basi physial mehanism, in the form of a lassial two level system
was used to demonstrate the possibility of the very low light veloities observed in Bose- Einstein
ondensates. In a later work by the same author, Ref. [8℄, an inspiring investigation is given of a
simple mehanial model that exhibits a gravitational ritial radius. The purpose of the present
work is similar to that of Refs. [7, 8℄. We will try to disuss a simple lassial example of a medium
where the refrative index has a divergene at r = 0 and whih exhibits some of the dramati
properties of the light behaviour around a blak hole as disussed in Refs. [1, 2, 5, 6℄. In addition
we want to illustrate the power and beauty of the lassial priniple of Fermat and of variational
methods in onnetion with this new fasinating onepts.
2 Fermat's priniple
It is well known that light tends to be deeted towards regions with higher refrative index.
Consider light propagating in a ylindrially symmetri medium where the refrative index inreases
towards the entre. In suh a situation we expet the light path to look qualitatively as in Fig. 1.
The atual light path is determined by Fermat's priniple i.e.
δ
∫
n(r)ds = 0 (2)
whereds is an innitesimal element along the light ray. We will onsider light propagation in a
medium where the refrative index is of the qualitative form, f Eq. (1)
n(r) ≃
{
1 as r ≫ r0
r0/r as r ≪ r0
(3)
One possible realization of n(r) with the desired properties is given by
n2(r) = 1 +
(r0
r
)2
(4)
Using Fermat's priniple and expressing the light path as the relation θ = θ(r) where θ is the
polar angle, Eq. (2) implies
δ
∫
n(r)
√
1 + r2
(
dθ
dr
)2
dr = 0 . (5)
The Euler-Lagrange variational equation orresponding to Eq. (5) reads
d
dr
[
n(r)
r2 dθ/dr√
1 + r2(dθ/dr)2
]
= 0 (6)
whih determines the trajetory of the light.
2
3 Solution of the light trajetory
Equation (6) diretly implies that
r2n(r) dθ/dr√
1 + r2(dθ/dr)2
= ri (7)
where the onstant ri is determined by initial onditions, i.e. the properties of the inident light.
Equation (7) is easily inverted to read
dθ
dr
= ±
ri√
r4n2(r) − r2
i
r2
(8)
For a light ray inident as shown in Fig. 1, we learly have dθ/dr < 0 (at least up to some
minimum radius r = rmin. It is illustrative to rst onsider the trivial ase of a homogeneous
medium with n(r) ≡ 1. In this ase Eq. (9) beomes
dθ
dr
= −
ri√
r4 − r2
i
r2
(9)
whih an easily be interpreted to yield the light path in the form
θ = arccot
√
r2
r2
i
− 1 (10)
or simpler
r =
ri
sin θ
(11)
Clearly this is the straight line solution
y = ri (12)
where the parameter ri plays the role of impat parameter or minimum distane from the entre.
Let us now onsider the model variation for n(r) as given by Eq. (5). Within this model Eq.
(10) beomes
dθ
dr
= −
ri√
r4 − (r2
i
− r2
0
)r2
(13)
Clearly the solution of Eq. (13) will depend ruially on the relative magnitude of ri and r0, i.e.
the impat parameter relative to the harateristi radial extension of the inhomogeneity. Consider
rst the ase when r0 < ri. Equation (13) an then be rewritten as
b1
ri
dθ
dr
= −
b1√
r4 − b2
1
r2
, (14)
b1 ≡
√
r2
i
− r2
0
. (15)
Equation (15) is of the same form as Eq. (9) and we diretly infer the following solution
r =
√
r2
i
− r2
0
sin
[
θ
√
1− r2
0
/r2
i
]
(16)
As θ → 0, we still have asymptotially
r ≃
ri
sin θ
(17)
However, the trajetory is now bending towards the origin and the minimum distane ours at
the polar angle θ = θm given by
θm =
pi
2
1√
1− r2
0
/r2
i
(18)
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The orresponding minimum distane, rm is
rm ≡ rθm =
√
r2
i
− r2
0
(19)
We also note that the trajetory is symmetrial around the angle θm and that the asymptoti
angle of the outgoing light ray is
θ∞ ≡ lim
r→∞
θ(r) =
pi√
1− r2
0
/r2
i
= 2θm (20)
The solution given by eq.(10) desribes a trajetory whih is bent towards the entre of at-
tration at r = 0. Depending on the ratio r0/ri, the trajetory is either more or less bent or may
even perform a number of spirals towards the entre before again turning outwards and esaping,
f. Fig. 2. The number of turns, N ,whih the light ray does around the origin before esaping is
simply
N =
⌊
2θm
2pi
⌋
=
⌊
1
2
√
1− r2
0
/r2
i
⌋
(21)
where ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer less than x.
Let us now onsider the speial ase when the impat parameter equals the harateristi width
of the refrative index ore i.e. ri = r0. The equation for the trajetory now simplies to
dθ
dr
= −
ri
r2
(22)
with the simple solution
θ =
ri
r
(23)
i.e. the trajetory desribes a path in the form of Arkimede's spiral as the light falls towards the
origin, f. Fig. 3. The form of the light trajetory in the situation when ri < r0 is now obvious,
it will spiral into the singularity more or less diretly depending on the magnitude of the ratio
r0/ri > 1.
The atual trajetory in this ase is given by a slight generalization of Eq. (16) viz
r =
√
r2
0
− r2
i
sinh[θ
√
1− r2
i
/r2
0
]
(24)
This solution does indeed onvey the expeted behaviour, the trajetory spirals monotonously
into the singularity of the refrative index.
4 Final omments
The present analysis is inspired by reent disoveries and disussions about light propagation in
Bose-Einstein ondensates where extremely low light veloities an be obtained. This has triggered
speulations about possible laboratory demonstrations of eets, whih normally are assoiated
with general relativisti onditions. In partiular, it has been suggested that it may be possible to
reate the analogue of a blak hole using a divergent in-spiral of a Bose-Einstein ondensate.
In the present work we have analyzed a simple lassial example of light propagation as deter-
mined by Fermat's priniple in a medium haraterized by a radially symmetri refrative index.
In analogy with the variation of the vortex veloity eld suggested in [2℄, the refrative index is here
assumed to diverge towards the entre. This lassial example exhibit some of the harateristi
properties of light propagating around a blak hole where the gravitational attration deets the
light and where, under ertain onditions, the light may be "swallowed" by the blak hole.
In the example analyzed here, the unstable photon orbit of the Shwarzshild blak hole is
similar to the harateristi radius, r0, of the refrative index variation, whih together with the
impat parameter, ri, of the inident light ompletely determines the light trajetory. If r0 < ri,
4
the light is more or less deeted, but ultimately esapes. However, if r0 ≥ ri, the light spirals
into the singularity. It should be autioned that this result depends ruially on the presene of
the singularity in the refrative index (4). If this is removed the in-spiraling photon orbit will
eventually turn and start spiraling outwards. In the reent disussion about the possibility of
generating analogues of optial blak holes in Bose-Einstein ondensates, it has been suggested
that the vortex motion must also have a veloity omponent in the radial diretion.
In the lassial model onsidered here, a number of additional physial eets will obviously
aet the light path when it omes lose to the axis and will in fat remove the mathematial
singularity. Nevertheless, the model provides a simple example of light dynamis, whih resembles
some of the properties of light propagation around a blak hole. Furthermore,the investigation is
based on Fermat's priniple and variational analysis, in this way illustrating the use of lassial
methods in onnetion with very new and fasinating onepts at the front line of modern researh.
Figure Captions.
Fig.1 Qualitative plot of a light ray trajetory in a ylindrially symmetri medium with a refra-
tive index, whih inreases towards the entre.
Fig.2 Light trajetories for the refrative index model of eq.() for dierent impat radii ri > r0
Fig.3 Light trajetory in the ase of ri = r0, the spiral of Arkimede.
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